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1 about = connected or associated with , or 
concerning, in regard to  

 

26 Brick  A Small rectangular block made of 
fired or sun dried clay  

2 Abuse =  to use something wrong in a way 
that harmful or morally wrong 

 

27 BRIDGE=  A struggle carring round path 
railway etc across a river, road or 
other obstacle. 

3 add=  to find the sum of, to unite or join 

 

28 Bright = Reflecting much light  as shining  

4 Against = In opposition to  
 

29 Bungalow= It is a type of building. 
5 Application = A formal requsest of be consicered 

for a posintion or to be allowed to 
do or have some thing submit to 
an authority, institution or 
organisation 

 

30 Burn = Damage the skin caused by sun , 
hot liquids ,fire etc 

6 Appropriate = Suitable or proper in the 
circumstances 

 

    31 Bushes= A type of shrubs with stems of 
moderate length  

7 Agree = Have the some opinion 

 

32 catch = if you catch on obect that move ing 
throught the are. 

8 arise = when you arise you get out of bed 
in the morning 

 

33 castle = A group of animals  

9 Autumn= The season after summer and 
before winter 

 

34 cheeks=   either side of a face below the eye 
and above the jaw 

10 Avoid =  keep away or stop oneself 
fromdoing  

 

35 Chemist  = A  Shop where medical drugs are 
sold . 

11 Bakery = where bread and cakes are made 
up of 

 

36 Cloudy =  Full of or overcast by clouds  

12 Burden =  a load tupically a heavy one  

 

37 cleanliness=  the state or quality of being clean 

13 Beard = Growth of hair on the chin  
 

38 Clear = Easy to understand . 
14 Beat = to strike , violently or forcefully 

 

39 clever= Intelligent and able to get things 
well. 

15 Beautful= preety 

 

40 clusters= A group of similar things or 
occuring closely together. 

16 Beyond= out of reach 

 

41 Coast = The part of a land adjoining or near 
the sea . 

17 Bind = to tie something tightly together 

 

42 comfortable= providing physical relaxation 

18 Bitterguard= Atype of vegetable which us bitter 
in taste  

 

43 Compartment=  A Separate section or part of a 
container 

19 Blackboard= A board  which is painted black 
and is used  to write on . 

 

44 couch = to lower and bend down, to 
arrange or frame 

20 Bleed =  to loose blood from the vascular 
system 

 

45 countryside = The land and scenery of a rural area 
. 

21 boar=  A wild pig , the uncastrated male 
swine 

 

46 cousin= A Child of  uncle and  aunt. 

22 Boast =  A act of talking with an excessive 
pride  

 

47 crash = Avialent collision typically of one 
vehicle with anotherr or with an 
object. 

23 Bough= a branch of a tree 

 

48 Creepers = any plant that grows along  with the 
ground . 

24 Breakfast = such  meal which is  eaten in the 
morning  

 

49 Cunning =  to deceive anyone by cheating 



25 Breathe = to take air into the lungs and then 
expel it . 

 

50 daughter  A girl or woman in relation to 
either or both of new parents  
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51 Desert = A  waterless  area of land where 
there is noting but sand 

 

76 forward=  towards the front side 

52 Die = become dead, to cease to live 

 

77 freedom = The power or right to speak and 
think express with freedom 

53 Discipline =  The  ability to control yourself on 
other people even in difficult 
situations 

 

78 frown = In angry mood , in which eye and 
forhead is wrinkled. 

54 Distance = The length of the space between 
two points or places 

 

79 gems = Violently or semi precious stone . 

55 Domestic = Relating to the home  
 

80 Gems= type of ornament . 
56 Doubt = feeling of being uncertain about or 

not beliving  

 

81 Goods = Items for sale  

57 Dream= A series of thoughts. 

 

82 Goose= A large water bird with long neck  

58 Drop = fall vertically  
 

83 greedy = Having an excessive desire  
59 During = At  a particular  point, in the 

course of time  

 

84 hoist = IF you hoist something heavy some 
where you lift it or pull it up there 

60 enough=  As much as many required 

 

85 Idol = An image of a god used as an object 
for worship 

61 end = A final part of some thing , 
finishing point or touch 

 

86 igloo =  Ahouse made of ice 

62 Endangered= species seriously at risk  
 

87 In front of =  The formost part of surface  
63 Equal = Being the same in quantity, size or 

value  

 

88 Insect = A small animal that has sixlegs and 
two pairs of wings 

64 Essay = an essay is short piece   of writing 
 

89 land= An area of ground  
65 Examine = Test the knowledge of someone by 

requiring him/her  to answer 
questions  

 

90 Leather= A material made from the skin of an 
animal. 

66 Extremes= Extreme menans very great  
 

91 Length= The size or measurement   
67 Faith = complete trust or confidence in 

some one or some thing  

 

92 Locality = common area  

68 Festival = Aspecial day or period usually in 
memory of a religious events 

 

93 Locations = An area or neighbourhood. 

69 fetch  to go and bring back 
 

94 magic = Having  supernatural power  
70 Fibre = A thread or filament made of 

vegetarian tissues 

 

95 Mound = A round mass projecting above a 
surface  

71 Fight = Take part in violence  

 

96 Mows= cut clown gross or a stack of hay 
with a machine . 

72 Filter  = A device used for removing 
impurities  

 

97 necessary= something that is necessary is 
needed in order 

73 Flour =  A Powder obtained by grinding 
grain of wheat. 

 

98 Pony =   A Small horse  

74 Foamy= covered with or full of foam 
 

99 pool = A small area of still water 
75 Food = food is what people and animals 

use to eat as meal 

 

100 sow = To scatter seeds over land for 
growth. 

 


